
BEOWULF TRAGIC HERO

An analysis of Beowulfâ€™s history, his personal feats of strength and triumph over Grendel and Grendel's mother are
epic, indeed. Unlike an epic hero, the tragic hero possesses a tragic flaw. Beowulfâ€™s tragic flaw was his hubris.

Back in the days when Old English was spoken, a hero could be found in the form of the figure, Beowulf,
from the epic poem of the same name. The action-packed thriller entertains the readers while also offering
historical insight While heroes and villains appear as literary figures throughout history, they also appear as
real life historical figures But Beowulf lacked the moderation that made Hrothgar a great king. Each stage has
several steps, but the cycle describes the hero starting in his initial state, encountering something to change
him, and this his return as a changed person. In this confrontation Beowulf decides yet once again to be on his
own and defeat the nasty old hag. The only problem was that his hubris blinded him to the fact that his aging
body was a shadow of the legendary warrior from his past. According to J. The essays in our library are
intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Let us know! With the
death of Beowulf he achieves the fame he has always longed for. According to Roger B. If not for his hubris,
Beowulf would have approached this obstacle just as Hrothgar did; He would have done what was best for his
people and not what was best for his pride. Beowulf knew that he was braver than the other men, and his
confidence allowed him to defeat the monsters when no one else could even face them. In the very beginning
Beowulf tells his people and Hrothgar that he wants to battle and kill Grendel with his owns hands. It impaired
his judgment and ultimately left him dead and his people defenseless. Conversely, a truly virtuous person
would be able to moderate themselves and act in a way that is in between these two extremes and exhibit
courage. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a
strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. A Character
Analysis Shows What Made Hrothgar an Epic Hero At first it appears that Hrothgar failed as a warrior king
because he was unable to defend his people from Grendel and his Mother, but in fact the king showed great
wisdom a virtue by understanding that he was now an old king, not the great warrior he used to be. This epic
poem was written in England in the early centuries of civilization- approximately between the 8th or 10th
century Abrams pg. In his own old age, Beowulf failed to exhibit the same great qualities for which he praised
Hrothgar. These extreme acts would endanger the city by leaving it with fewer able-bodied individuals to
defend it, and they are known as vices. Reading example essays works the same way! How and Why Does
Beowulf Die? Had he not been blinded by hubris, he would not have died. The events of this epic poem
conclude that even heroes too are acceptable to tragedies. When examined through a through an analytical
lens, it is obvious that the poem uses simplicity to reveal much deeper meaning. What makes you cringe?
Aging and aware of it, and acting recklessly and similarly aware of it, Beowulf needlessly battles the dragon
alone and is fatally wounded. I will make my defense of this assertion with a full description of hubris in the
context of Virtue.


